

The Rebellions Were Led by German Plante.

**SWORD EVIDENCE FOUND**

He Was Arrested at Wall Street by the German Police.

London, April 19.—The Right Hon. William Bradstreet, Mr. Justice, today at Michael Apis, a noted German spy, was arrested by the German police at the German embassy.

Rebuffing a former pacifist and a man whom he had given an introduction to a man who had been doing research in the military, who was reputed to be a man of influence, a man who had been doing research in the military, who was reputed to be a man of influence, he was later seen in the street.

We are informed that Apis, who was a pacifist and a man of influence, was later seen in the street.

This action, Mr. Bradstreet, will be of great assistance to the German police in their efforts to prevent further espionage.

The legal evidence of the case, due to be presented before the House of Commons, will be of great assistance to the German police in their efforts to prevent further espionage.
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**THE SAMOAN EXPEDITION**

The Samoan Expedition is in the final stages of planning.

The expedition, which has been in the works for several years, is to be led by Dr. Leonard, a noted historian.

The expedition was organized in 1919 to study the ancient history of Samoa.

The expedition, which has been in the works for several years, is to be led by Dr. Leonard, a noted historian.

The expedition was organized in 1919 to study the ancient history of Samoa.

**DEAD TALK PEACE**

REBELS TALK PEACE.

In a message to the German government, the rebels express their willingness to negotiate a peaceful solution to the conflict.

**OPEN LETTERS FROM THE WRECK**

**RESCUE FROM MANILA**

The rescuists of the German expedition in the Philippines are now on their way to Manila, where they will arrive in time to save the lives of the wounded.

The rescuers of the German expedition in the Philippines are now on their way to Manila, where they will arrive in time to save the lives of the wounded.

**THE RALEIGH WELCOMED**

Great Expectations at New York Over the New Zealanders.'

New York, April 19.—The celebration of the 75th anniversary of the New Zealanders' arrival in America is being marked in New York with a series of events.

**HOUSE OF REPRISALS**

In a statement to the newspapers, Dr. Leonard, a noted historian, stated that the New Zealanders' arrival in America was a turning point in the history of the United States.

**GERMAN KING IN CHINA**

The German king in China is expected to return to his country.

**BRAZILIAN GROICS**

The Brazilian government has issued a statement regarding the recent riots in Brazil.
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